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Brief Report 
 
 

We had 23 participants from 10 countries plus the ESF representative. One person from 
Ireland pulled out at the last minute and one from England was replaced by another on the 

second day. Thus we were able to achieve the ESF conditions that no more than 25% of 

participants were from a given country. In fact we put a lot of effort into ensuring that the 
ESF boundary conditions were met. The split into science and humanities was 43:57 and the 

male:female ratio was also 57:43. 
 

We had 19 presentations in all, 8 from the scientific side and 11 from the humanities. The 
remit was for the scientist to display their wares (quantitative tools) and the humanities to 

present issues which may be susceptible to quantitative approaches. Participants were asked 

to try to keep their 25-minute talks as non-technical as possible as about half the audience 
was from the "other side". The idea was that this may aid the promotion of cooperation and 

collaboration. Questions were invited at the ends of each presentation. In addition we had 
two long discussion sessions where everybody contributed.  

 

All participants embraced the spirit and intentions of the Workshop. Discussions were creative 
and extremely interesting. The main scientific tools presented included from the fields of 

mathematics & physics (network theory), biology (phylogenetics), psychology, anthropology, 
complexity science, statistics and computer science. The humanities talks included 

presentations on classic approaches to comparative mythology and epics from the Anglo-

Saxon, Icelandic, Irish, Mongolian, Japanese and native American traditions. Sources and 
open questions on medieval Irish annals were present as well as  hagiography and folktales.  

 
As the talks progressed, it became quickly apparent that we had successfully matched the 

two sides. E.g., Lyle's work on Indo-European mythical archetypes, Milne's research on 
composite visual structures, Martin's modern visual narratives and Weiss's considerations of 

Japanese mythology can clearly benefit from the phylogenetic approaches pioneered by 

d'Huy and Tehrani. Friðriksdóttir's interests in the Íslendingasögur from the humanities side 
could immediately combine with P. Mac Carron's quantitative approach. M. Tatár, woking on 

Inner Asian materials, appealed for support from the network theorists of the kind Gramsch 
initiated during the workshop with Yose. M. Mac Carron and Ritari each have data on 

hagiographic networks which are perfect for analysis. Kenna is particularly keen to apply 

network techniques to the annalistic resources identified by Johnston, McCarthy, Roberson 
and Story. Dunbar, Mryglod and Thurner demonstrated how analyses of the real and virtual 

worlds an help open new ground in analyses of ancient manuscripts, such as Slavic tales of 
interest to Holovatch, the Hungarian interests of S. Tatár  as well as to the texts which hold 

the native  mythologies of the Americas discussed in an overview by Dahmen. 
 

Discussion continued over the two evening meals and post-dinner drinks. Mutual interest 

ensured a maximum degree of cross-disciplinary interaction. The unanimous opinion of the 
participants is that this was a unique, courageous and pioneering conference, which fits well 

in the ESF "exploratory" framework.  
 

Participants expressed keenness to establish collaborations. Multiple two- or three-way 

collaborations have already sprung up in an organic fashion. But we keen to move forward 



together too. A number of possibilities were decided upon. Besides two-way collaborative 

grants, we intend to apply for funding to support us as an international network. Various 
possibilities were discussed and have yet to be investigated, but  the collective opinion was 

that we should be very ambitious in terms of scale.  
 

We approached Springer Verlag prior to the Workshop with the idea for a book on its theme. 

This will not be a set of proceedings. Rather, we will invite selected chapters. Our hope is 
that this will establish our ability and commitment to work together and to forge a new 

community half-way between the sciences and humanities. We hope that this will help 
convince other funding bodies of our intent and of the potential of our new sub-field. 

Springer have reacted very positively to the proposal and we will start work on the book 
shortly. Participants are also interested in the possibility of working up a separate set of 

proceedings for a journal. 

 
We are grateful to the ESF for the funding to  bring the various participants together for the 

Exploratory Workshop. But the ESF has given us much more than funding alone. The process 
has focused our minds during the past year to seek out and invite the most appropriate 

people for this unique and exciting project. Moreover, the prestige associated with the ESF, 

the very positive comments of its Referees in the feedback to the original proposal and the 
encouragement given by the Raporteur have all given us a boost of confidence to seek to 

develop our fledgling field and to be ambitious in our future collective aims. For all of these 
we thank the ESF and its staff, including its Administrative Coordinator, Nathalie Geyer-

Koehler, for making the bureaucratic side as straightforward and pleasant as possible.  
 

 

 
 
Fig 1: Photo of participants on Day 1 of the ESF Exploratory Workshop Maths Meets Myths. 

Left to right: Julien d'Huy, Ralph Kenna, Daniel McCarthy, Máirín Mac Carron, Mats 
Gyllenberg; Yurij Holovatch; Pádraig Mac Carron; Olesya Mryglod; Robert Gramsch; Robin 

Dunbar;  Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir; Jo Story; David Weiss; Silvio Dahmen; Joseph Jose; 

Emily Lyle; Katja Ritari; Sarolta Tatár; Sean Martin; Maria Magdolna Tatár, Louise Milne and  
Jamshid Tehrani.  (Elva Johnston, Owen Roberson and Stefan Thurner also participated.) 


